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User Research
The first phase of developing the playbook for improving the website is
around getting existing data from the analytics, but also getting deeper
qualitative data around what users think of specific experiences on the site.
This is done by creating surveys on usability hub, a site that connects people
in various demographics willing to be surveyed about online marketing and
usability of digital interfaces.
Note: At the time of testing the website domain was at smcu.com, which will
be converting to seattlecu.com due to a rebrand. The site will be referred to
as seattlecu.com throughout the rest of this document for posterity.

Existing Visitor Demographics
Before building the surveys, we gathered demographic data on the existing
site visitors from Google Analytics.

Age
In 2015, visitors between the ages of 25 and 54 comprised 58% of the total
site traffic and 60% of the total site conversions. Interestingly, younger
seniors (55-64) performed better than middle-agers (45-54).

Age Range

% of Traffic

% of Conversion

25-34

20.37%

22.87%

35-44

19.60%

18.83%

55-64

19.50%

18.26%

45-54

18.32%

17.90%

65+

15.15%

14.84%

18-24

7.07%

7.29%

Gender*
Almost dead even by gender, in terms of traffic to the site. Slight edge to
male visitors in terms of conversion on the site, which simply means there is
more opportunity to convert female visitors. *NOTE: The word "gender" here
is following the Google Analytics definition, and does not translate to
gender identity, sex, or any other related attribute of our users.
Gender

% of Traffic

% of Conversion

Male

50.31%

53.01%

Female

49.69%

46.99%

The team has implemented surveys that focus on getting opinions from the
core visitor demographic (males and females between 25 and 34), and
another group that we could have tremendous potential with, the college and
graduate school crowd.
Males and females between 18 and 24 made up a very small percentage of the
total audience to seattlecu.com, but they had the second-best conversion rate
of any age group visiting the site.

Age

Conv. Rate

Conv. Rate Rank

25-34

4.65%

1st

18-24

4.27%

2nd

65+

4.05%

3rd

45-54

4.04%

4th

35-44

3.98%

5th

55-64

3.88%

6th

Survey #1: Business Banking Test
Business Banking was rolling out a new product line. We needed to determine
where should it be featured.
Google Analytics gave us some clues as to how people are using navigation,
but we asked 100 people (using Usability Hub) in the target demographic to
click specifically where they would expect to learn more about business
banking on the current site to learn about where they would expect ot find
the info.

The heat map we got back was really interesting, with clicks all over the place.

Below are the navigation items that received over 10 clicks.

Navigation Item

# of Clicks

Avg. Response Duration

Membership & Benefits

46

40 seconds

Checking & Savings

44

32 seconds

Hero Learn More

36

22 seconds

Loans & Credit Cards

30

38 seconds

Search

21

44 seconds

About SMCU

16

35 seconds

Rates

11

44 seconds

That implies a few interesting things:
•
•

The interests of business banking customers are just as varied as the
interests of personal banking customers.
A high percentage defaulted to a search after 40 seconds of searching;
even more than prominent navigation items.

UX Recommendation #1: Use a very straight forward top-level navigation for
this line of products and services, and call it “Business”. Put it in the
navigation bar, and separate “Personal” products into a separate top-level
navigation.

Survey #2: Login Box Test
We theorized that the login box was causing distractions for members trying
to log in, and it was a large obtrusive block of information the interrupted the
main message we’d like to impart on non-members comprised of shoppers
and browsers.
We suspected that the current location of our login box is suboptimal, and
wanted to see if placing it in the super-header (as BECU has done) would
perform better for one or more of the groups.
This hypothesis was tested, with two different style login boxes with 200
people in the target demographic.
We simply asked, “Which login box location do you prefer?” (See graphic on
next page.)

The results came up in favor of BECU with 99% statistical significance.
Those who chose the BECU login location were also slightly more decisive:

Location

Chosen

Success Rate

Avg. Time to Choice

SMCU (Hero)

73 times

36%

16 seconds

BECU (Header)

127 times

64%

15 seconds

Login Box Test #2
We did a follow-up test that was more of an apples-to-apples comparison of
the own site mockups to see if the deciding factor in the first test was just the
appeal of BECU’s overall design.

Location

Chosen

Success Rate

Avg. Time to
Choice

SMCU (Hero)

111 times

55%

13 seconds

SMCU (Header)

89 times

45%

13 seconds

While the “Hero” banner on the second test performed better than the super
hero, we feel that that only spoke for one potential audience, the users
attempting to login.

Login Box Test #3
We did one more test, to test the effectiveness of the “hero message”. Does it
perform better when unobstructed and the login box in the header, or with
login box overlaid.

We asked users, “Which layout makes it easier to find the Visa offer?”

The results showed that it was easier to spot and comprehend the “hero
message, in the unobstructed example layout, and the average time-to-choice
was two seconds faster.

Location

Chosen

Success Rate

Avg. Time to
Choice

SMCU (Hero)

64 times

32%

11 seconds

SMCU (Header)

136 times

68%

9 seconds

UX Recommendation #2: Move the login box to the top header position to
accommodate shoppers and browsers. Add a “first-run” experience featuring
an overlaid graphic for 2 weeks after moving the login box to show returning
users where it now lives.

Survey #3: Credit Card Test
We theorized that the sales funnel was not optimized for the loan products on
the website. We wanted to develop a sales funnel for our Visa products and
auto loans optimized using current conversion rates, surveys, and A/B testing.
We wanted to get a sense of how well the Apply Now call-to-action worked
on the existing site and get more qualitative data on how people in the target
demographic perceive it.
We asked 2 questions of viewers to the credit cards page:
•
•

Would you apply based on what you’ve seen here?
Which features are most important to you in applying?

Results for: “Would you apply based on the information you’ve seen?”

% of Responses
Yes

20

No

80

What features are most important to you in applying?

% of Responses
Low Interest

44%

All

32%

No Annual Fee

16%

Rewards

8%

The responses to this data was showing us that we had some significant work
to do to improve the information hierarchy and the content on our credit card
page. It also let us know that we should probably lead with the industry-low
interest rate, as it was the highest-ranking consideration point for users in our
target market. We also need to easily highlight the other features that come
with the card, as “All” is the second highest ranking consideration point.

UX Recommendation: Add rate as an easily identifiable table in the sidebar, or
in a prominent position above the fold. Include in that table the other features
and benefits of the card, or break up this content with easily scannable blocks
of content, perhaps with icons that indicate what each section pertains to.

Competitor Analysis
We want to implement elegant design features to make the website more
usable for the user and more conversion-friendly.
A look at the financial institution digital landscape to capture what other
banks and credit unions are doing right on their digital channels. What trends
can we adopt or improve on?

Navigation
Use borderless navigation wherever possible. Don’t box items navigation
items in, if you can avoid it. Use icons with text to create visual continuity
between task and text of the navigation. Dark colors on light background.
WSECU does the best job of any competitor minimizing navigation and
presenting it in a very mobile-friendly (read: mobile-first) way. This view is
presented after users click on a menu in the top right-hand corner. When
minimized, there is virtually no other navigation present on the homepage to
distract from the hero messaging and existing customer login.

Number of Colors
Introduce 1 color at a time beyond black and white, 2 max per page.
BECU uses their burgundy red as the only accent color on a primarily black
and white page. The only other colors present are those in the color
photograph.

Colors for Sections
It can be very elegant to use a color to create consistency in experience by
section. The color would be introduced on hover of the navigation items and
then kept in the header on the category page being linked to. Wired does this
well.

Among competitors in the financial institution space, Salal Credit Union does
a pretty great job of this.

The blue-green color on the “Home Loan Options” card continues into the
design of the category page after users click “Explore Now”.

Color Recommendations
Use the #567d15 and #c4d600 colors for CTAs so users can find what action
to take quickly. Use other main brand colors along with white and shades of
gray as background colors to keep the eye focused on the elements that
matter most.
Attention-grabbing accent colors (e.g. #c4d600) for CTAs should only have
one hex associated with them, for consistency and to avoid deluding the
impact of an accent’s use. Where the primary brand colors should act as the
field, an accent acts as a visually disruptive object within the field.

Colors for CTA
The greens on the pages would be better served as a CTA button colors. It’s
less harsh and more inviting. But it would need to persist throughout the site
and replace the red for CTA buttons.

Desktop & Tablet Wireframe
The UX recommendations throughout the document could have several
iterations of design and implementation that should be tested, but below are
some wireframes of how the content could be laid out on desktop and mobile
devices that account for the movement of the online banking box and the
inclusion of “Business” as a top-level navigation item.

Homepage & Primary Navigation
Here is a wireframe of an improved homepage and primary navigation.
Business is now featured as a top-level navigation item. The Online Banking
login box is now a featured in the top right.

When clicked, a modal window will dropdown just below the main navigations
for a distraction-free login process. This update will also allow the credit union
to display online banking-specific alerts only within the modal window and
not have to broadcast downtime messages on their main homepage to all
shoppers/browsers.

Mobile Analysis
Knowing that the current site is responsive, there’s still different options to
test that would change the mobile layout pretty significantly.

Existing Visitor Behavior
There’s a segment we built segment in Google Analytics to look at mobile
user performance in Q4 2015 where the user could not have seen either the
login or logout pages and had to have landed on the homepage.

What navigation items do mobile prospects click on most?

Page

Pageviews

% of Pageviews

/locations

1,613

22%

/contact

1,296

17%

/checking-and-savings

1,080

14%

/loans-and-credit-cards

1,033

14%

/membership-andbenefits

776

10%

/about-smcu

527

7%

/education-andresources

430

6%

/mortgage-center

383

5%

/blog

212

3%

/promos

128

2%

Mobile Menu Systems
BECU
Prominent hero related to their most important product offering is front and
center. All navigation including login is concealed in the hamburger. Icons
for most important navigation items in Locations and Search.

WSECU
Click to call button is right in the center. "Look what's happening at the
branch" automatically found my nearest branch by location and it's the first
thing I see when I scroll down. Like BECU, all primary navigation is nested in
hamburger except for the login jump link in the upper left.

Truity
Large icon links to 3 of their most important product lines. Current rates
shown right on the mobile home. Hamburger reveals top search across the
entire menu with icon links tied to each navigation option.

Salal
Login pared down to single-button CTA. No fields presented on the mobile
home page. Persistent search at the top and the menu reveals 4 bottom links
for Locations and Contact and 5 primary navigation items that are all easily
reachable from the thumb zone, even on larger phones.

Bank of America
B of A had the best mobile approach of the larger banking institutions. The
hero, headline, copy and CTA button panel effectively allows them to mirror
their desktop homepage content without cutting into prime mobile navigation
real estate.

Also, a really easy to use side menu reveals when the hamburger is clicked
that surfaces more CTAs without taking away the product browsing positions
in the non-reveal state.

Mobile Concept
On the old site traffic showed that the two of the most common tasks for
mobile users were: calling the Contact Center and finding a location.
With the old layout, these to tasks are multiple clicks away and hidden behind
a hamburger menu which was been a frequently reported frustration.

An elegant way to present this, given how users are increasingly using native
mobile app experiences would be to present a lower navigation strip and put
persistent search and overflow navigation on top.
Bottom navigation activates the thumb zone and would allow for less
ergonomic strain on mobile web users for two of the most common tasks for
mobile users.

